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Whether you’re new to formal verification,
considering adopting it, or an old hand at using
it, we're sure you’ll find some great pearls of
wisdom in our Ten Rules article.

Mentor’s Questa® Formal Verification Apps
automate many of your critical verification
tasks without requiring you to write assertions.
The article includes a few anecdotes about how
these automated apps were used successfully
on typical projects.
Gain insights into how you can use UVM
callbacks to inject errors in your stimulus
to make sure that your assertions are doing
what you think they are.
Learn how to establish the exact relationships
you need between your UPF description and
DUT objects to define an accurate UPF model
for your design.
By thinking about three different “axes
of portability” and designating a focal
point for adoption, you’ll be able to identify
needed resources and gaps between existing
infrastructure and what is required to take
full advantage of Portable Stimulus with
a tool like Questa® inFact.

Welcome to the DVCon US 2019 edition of Verification Horizons. We here
in New England are still basking in the glow of yet another Patriots Super
Bowl victory to go along with the Red Sox having won the World Series in
October. That makes six championships for the Patriots and four for the
Red Sox since 2001, not to mention one each for the Celtics and Bruins.
I know that many of you either may not care or find it really annoying that
we keep winning, but since this is my one opportunity to gloat to 70,000
readers, I can’t help myself.
For a professional sports team like the Patriots, who by the way have
played in nine of the last 18 Super Bowls, to have so much more success
than other teams playing under the same set of rules got me thinking
about standards in our industry. Just as the NFL defines rules for
everything from on-field play to salary-cap and other personnel issues,
an industry standard specifies the rules that vendors and users must
follow to allow fair competition. The excitement comes from one team’s
(or one company’s) ability to innovate within those rules to surpass the
competition and provide value to their fans (or users).
We start off this issue with a great article from our friends at Axiomise
on the “Ten Rules to Successfully Deploy Formal.” Each of the ten rules
includes practical advice for how to make it work for you, so whether
you’re new to formal verification, considering adopting it, or an old hand
at using it, I’m sure you’ll find some great pearls of wisdom.

“For a professional sports team...to have so much more
success than other teams playing under the same set of
rules got me thinking about standards in our industry.”
—Tom Fitzpatrick

We continue exploring formal verification with “Formal Apps Take the
Bias Out of Functional Verification” by my Mentor colleague Bill Au. Bill
gives us a nice overview of Mentor’s Questa® Formal Verification Apps,
which automate many of your critical verification tasks without requiring
you to know how to write assertions or even really understand how
formal verification works. Bill also includes a few anecdotes about how
a few of these automated apps were used successfully on some typical
projects.
As useful as Formal Apps can be, you may eventually have to write
assertions on your own. In “Simplifying Assertion Validation Using UVM
Callbacks,” my colleague Arushi Jain shares some great insights into
how you can use UVM callbacks to inject errors in your stimulus to make
sure that your assertions are doing what you think they are. While I’m not
generally a big fan of callbacks myself, I have to admit that Arushi makes

a good case for their utility in modifying the stimulus
stream in more targeted ways than simply overriding
a sequence via the factory can let you do.
Next, in “Effective Elements Lists and the Transitive
Nature of UPF Commands,” our Low Power expert,
Progyna Khondkar, gives us an in-depth look at
linking blocks in your HDL to specific elements
of your UPF. In particular, we’ll see how several
commands in UPF are (or can be specified as)
transitive and thus apply to child elements when
specified for the parent. By understanding these
relationships and a few basic UPF commands, you’ll
learn how to establish the exact relationships you
need between your UPF description and DUT objects
to define an accurate UPF model for your design.
Last but not least, we continue our Portable
Stimulus series by Mentor’s Portable Stimulus guru,
Matthew Ballance. In “Selecting a Portable Stimulus
Application Focal Point,” Matthew helps us take
a step back and think about the organizational
implications of adopting Portable Stimulus. By
thinking about three different “axes of portability”
and designating a focal point for adoption, you’ll
be able to identify the resources you need and
whatever gaps you may have between your existing
infrastructure and what is required to take full
advantage of Portable Stimulus with a tool like
Questa® inFact.
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We here at Mentor continue our dedication to
developing and supporting standards, and we will
also continue innovating and working with partners
to ensure that we consistently provide you with a
winning experience as you verify your designs. And
as a Boston sports fan, I’ll be rooting for the Celtics
and Bruins to continue our championship trend. And
if they don’t do it, Red Sox Spring Training has just
started, so there’s always hope.
Respectfully submitted,
Tom Fitzpatrick
Editor, Verification Horizons
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Ten Rules to Successfully Deploy Formal
by Ashish Darbari — Axiomise Limited

About four years ago I gave a couple of talks on the
myths surrounding formal. Although, formal has seen
more adoption since then, we have a long way to go
before it is recognized as a mainstream technology
used throughout design and verification. I still see
some of these myths clouding the judgement of end
users and their managers. Last year at DVCon US,
I was invited to be on a very entertaining panel on
whether one should go deep or go broad with formal.
We discussed whether one needs a PhD to do formal!
Well one thing we could all agree was that you don’t.
What you do need is the combination of a disciplined
process, plan and execution of good rules.
Over the last decade, I have worked on projects with
engineers at the coalface of design verification and
trained nearly a hundred engineers in how to apply
scalable formal verification techniques in practice at
some of the leading user and EDA companies in our
industry. That experience has reinforced my belief
that for those of us who have moved beyond the
myths and are busy applying formal on projects there
are a few ground rules that help you get the most out
of formal.
Here is my Top 10.

RULE #1: THINK ‘WHAT’, NOT ‘HOW’

By ‘what’ here, I mean requirements and specifications.
For the record, requirements are not the same
as specifications. While requirements describe
the high-level intent, specifications are meant to be
a lot more precise and should capture detailed
aspects of functionality, timing, performance,
power, area, safety or security.
I have often noticed engineers get confused about
what a specification should look like. A good
specification describes the ‘what’ of the design, not
the ‘how’. You must keep this difference in mind,
otherwise what can happen is that the verification
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engineer very easily ends up adopting the ‘how’ of
the design to architect the testbench. The problem is
severe for formal as most practical formal verification
relies on building glue logic using Verilog/VHDL and
having been exposed to ‘how’ as opposed to ‘what’
makes the verification engineer mirror the design
code into the verification test bench causing design
bugs to be masked as the design and test bench end
up matching each other even for buggy cases. A lot
of complex end-to-end verification needs knowledge
of the detailed micro-architecture of the design, but
this does not mean we need to know how the design
has been instrumented; all we need to know is the
relationship between the inputs and the outputs – the
IO boundary could be moved between the primary
inputs/outputs to primary inputs/internal interfaces;
or internal interfaces/primary outputs. In either case,
what is the expected behavior is important, not how it
has been implemented in the design.

RULE #2: TALK TO DESIGNERS,
DON’T JUST READ THE RTL

This is the proposition that if the specification is not
available, one can easily read the design code to
figure out what the design does. Wrong!

Whereas, there is value in a design code review and
it must be carried out at some point in the life cycle
of the project, reading the design to understand the
specification cannot be the first port of call in case
the specification is not there or is not clear.
I have seen many bad things happen when people
just read the design code as substitution for a good
specification. The pressures of the project often
mean that once you read the design code you are
going to model your testbench much the same
way as the design is. This creates common mode
problems masking design bugs.

that I can be a bit of a pain when it comes to
signing off a design too soon.
When I say get your priorities right, what I mean
is that you must think of what you would like to
achieve with formal in the time you have, based on
the skills your team has, and against the backdrop
of known risks. Verification is risk assessment, and
formal is no different.
Yes, state-of-the-art formal tools are mature enough
and when combined with solid methodologies can
be used for end-to-end verification on almost all
kinds of designs. But the bitter truth is that we have
to pick our battles.
One should use formal right from the very beginning of the design bring up down to sign-off but
you must have a plan to use formal to hunt down
bugs that are extremely difficult if not impossible to
catch with simulation. I have seen good examples of
projects that have deployed interface checks using
assertions across the IPs to exercise them with both
simulation and formal. However, this also comes at a
cost and might not catch everything.

Another bigger problem is, that by reading the
design code with the intent of understanding what
the design does, as opposed to reading the design
to review it (when you are in challenge mode), you
are very likely to agree with even the broken side
of the design, masking bugs in intent, and masking
validation bugs.
Also, as a verification engineer one must acquire
independent knowledge about the domain and
challenge the designer to break the design. The
goal of a good test bench is to be able to break
the design, and if you cannot break it then you
must strive to prove that it works correctly which
is possible with only formal verification.

It may be better to deploy formal to catch lockups,
livelocks and other such artifacts that are difficult
to catch with simulation. The right approach here is
to combine formal with simulation so that you get
the best of both worlds. Whereas with simulation,
stimulus generation is the most challenging task,
with formal, you get that for free. Develop the
right strategy to deploy formal that covers your
requirements.

RULE #3: PRIORITIZE,
PICK YOUR BATTLES

I am not a big fan of cutting corners during
verification. People who know me also know
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RULE #4: PLAN, MEASURE
AND TRACK

Modern formal verification on big projects is not
just a matter of writing a few assertions or running
automated apps from your favorite vendor. Use
a proper verification planning tool and devise a
clear verification strategy document. And subject
that strategy to timely review by your design and
verification leads to ensure everyone is on the same
page.
Tracking the progress of formal verification runs is
very much doable with verification planners and
several EDA vendors offer such solutions. The
exercise entails a sequence of planning, recording,
executing the testbench and then integrating it back
with coverage results to give you an end-to-end view
of what has been achieved. I will not lie to you, but I
have seen big organizations with great technology
forget this simple rule.

Here are some examples of the things
you should understand:
• What do the different error messages mean?
• How do you set up a design to get the most
out of proof engines (also called solvers)?
• How do you effectively cluster properties in
different sessions to maximize throughput?
• How do you determine what to do with the tool
when you get inconclusive proofs?
• And, critically, do you know what your tools
and apps can do - and what they cannot?
A few years ago, I was using a tool that claimed
to have deadlock detection. When I inspected it
closely, it appeared, as far as I was concerned, not
to have that feature. It turned out that the definition
of deadlock used by the vendor was not the same as
mine. The moral: Don’t be afraid to ask questions of
your vendor. Most will provide helpful answers.
No question is a bad question.

RULE #5: KNOW YOUR TOOL,
USE IT PROPERLY

It is very easy to get started with a formal tool these
days but knowing how to exploit it in enough detail is
another matter. For example, compiling, elaborating
and running a tool does not take long, as long as you
don’t run into multi-language issues with VHDL and
SystemVerilog. However, it pays off if you understand
a bit more on how your tool can help.
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RULE #6: START SMALL, THINK BIG

I have met many engineers, including formal
experts, who are keen on such well-known formal
verification reduction tactics as black-boxing or cutpointing. However, this is not the best starting point
for problem reduction. Often compiling a smaller
representative design will help you achieve bigger
gains if the design being verified is very close to
the original design. This is what I call ‘Start small,
think big.’ The idea is you get a snapshot of the
original big design but you get to play with a much
smaller state space.

Black-boxing and cut-pointing are indeed very
useful when applied in the correct setting. But they
can create more problems than you imagine. For
example, when done aggressively they can cut off
design logic when you actually need it, causing
under-constraining and yielding spurious
assertion failures.
Under-constraining can be both good and
bad. When done within a context where you
are exploring failures it can be a very powerful
technique. But most of the time, it is considered
a bad practice as it causes a lot of time to be
wasted on debugging spurious failures.
Over-constraining is considered dangerous as it
causes legal input stimulus to be blocked by the
formal tool and hence the tool cannot search the
state-space blocked by the over-constraint masking
bugs in the design. However, over-constraining
can also be beneficial in some circumstances. An
example of this is when a verification engineer has
failing traces and the designer doesn’t believe the
trace represents a valid design bug. This happens
because the waveform has some signals in a state
that the designer believes is not valid. By selectively
applying constraints and rerunning the formal runs,
one is able to obtain a trace which looks realistic to
the designer convincing him that it is a design bug.
Once the design bug is fixed, one must remember
to finally relax these over-constraints before tagging
verification as complete.
There are other well-known reduction techniques
such as the use of induction, abstraction, and
invariants that can assist in breaking down a big

state-space search into a very small state-space
search providing exhaustive proofs and very fast
bug hunting capabilities, but they will be a topic for
another day. Recently, I reported finding bugs in a
design with 1/2 billion gates (approx. 126 million+
flops) using a combination of end-to-end checks
and abstraction. Some of the properties that caught
the bug had the whole design in the cone-ofinfluence (literally 126,760,721 flops).

RULE #7: EXPLOIT YOUR RESETS
Most designs have one reset pin, but it is not
uncommon to find designs with several resets —
especially designs with low power having
a warm and a cold reset.

Most formal tools are smart at detecting a reset
pin and applying the reset for the right duration.
However, controlling the duration of the reset is
something a verification engineer should be aware
of as is the application of the reset sequence for
the right number of clock cycles. Things get a lot
more interesting with resets as most checkers are
disabled on a reset to avoid spurious fails (using
the disable iff construct in SVA for example).
However, some checks may need to be active
during warm resets and that is something else to
keep in mind. Also in many cases, interesting states
can be reached by the tool by not applying a reset
which will often lead to some bugs being found
a lot quicker. By not applying the reset, the tool is
free to explore states that are usually beyond the
reachable state space from reset, causing the tool
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to take on any start state and in some cases, this can
cause the tool to pick a start state which is only a few
clock cycles away from the real bug. However, this
technique must be used with caution as it can cause
spurious states to be reached that are otherwise
unreachable. Nevertheless, don’t be too scared to
play with reset settings during your verification.

RULE #8: CONFIGURATIONS
GALORE

Most IP designs have massive reconfigurability.
So, checking them exhaustively for all configurations
is prohibitively expensive.
There is no commercially available tool that can check
all configurations without recompiling the designs
for each configuration, wasting a lot of time. The
best thing to do in this case is to obtain the most
commonly used configurations as well as take a small
sample of random configurations to test the design. It
would be nice here if the EDA tool vendors provided
a slick way of verifying multiple configurations at
once.

RULE #9: DON’T LEAVE COVERAGE
TO CHANCE
This topic has been close to my heart for a good
few years. Coverage with formal can be achieved
today based on a range of different techniques
available from different EDA vendors. It comes
in many flavors.
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Starting from structural coverage one explores
reachability conditions for design implementations
and looks for dead code and unreachable states.
However, where coverage is badly needed so that
you can sign-off verification with formal is when a
combination of coverage techniques evaluate the
quality of the verification environment using a very
detailed coverage analysis exploring proof bounds,
cone-of-influence analysis and mutation-based
coverage. Each technique offers some insight into
what is covered by functional verification checks
and what is not. I have used all these techniques in
practice and there is a trade-off that one has to make
between what the tool can report back to you versus
run time and memory footprints. Whereas proofcore
and cone-of-influence analysis represent a good
starting point, you cannot sign-off formal verification
purely on their basis. If you’re doing this currently,
you’re probably missing real design bugs. I am a big
fan of mutation coverage!

RULE #10: REVIEW, REVIEW,
AND THEN REVIEW SOME MORE
A thorough design and verification review cannot
be ruled out from any best practice strategy. This is
certainly true of formal as well. However, the review
needs to be:
• Consistent.
• Applied regularly.
• Undertaken against a set of guidelines laid out
by the DV team and based on verification’s
foundational principles.

• Signed-off by an independent engineer
not related to the nitty-gritty planning
and execution of the verification in any way,
so no common mode problems can arise.

I hope you find these rules useful in your daily
practice of formal verification. Do let me know
whether you agree or disagree as to whether you
find them useful.

About the author

Dr. Ashish Darbari is the
founder and CEO of Axiomise®
— a formal verification training,
consulting, and services
company founded in London
in 2018. Ashish obtained his
DPhil from the University of
Oxford and has been a user of formal methods
for over 20 years. Before starting Axiomise®, Ashish
worked at Intel®, ARM®, Imagination Technologies®,
and OneSpin® Solutions. At Imagination, he founded and led the AVM group where he trained nearly
one hundred engineers in formal verification. He led
the AVM team to deploy formal on over 50 projects
in a little over three years. Ashish completed a
three-year Royal Academy of Engineering Visiting
Professorship at the University of Southampton,
England in 2018. With 18 US, UK and EU patents
and over two dozen papers in conferences, Ashish is
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the British Computing Society, and IETE.
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Formal Apps Take the Bias
Out of Functional Verification
by Bill Au — Mentor, A Siemens Business

When we spend hours, days, or even weeks putting
our hearts and minds into creating something, we
have a tendency to emphasize its strengths and
minimize its weaknesses. This is why verification
engineers have a blind spot for their own verification
platforms. This blinds pot, or bias, often leads to
overlooking those areas where bugs may lurk, only
to emerge at the worst possible time when errors
are most costly and take longer to fix. Compounding
the problem is that these “late bugs” become
progressively more expensive to detect, fix, and
revalidate as the design under test (DUT) grows in
complexity and the project nears completion.
Every verification engineer has learned this lesson
one way or another. Every verification engineer
eventually comes to realize that they need an easy
way to overcome that bias and uncover those hidden
or unforeseen bugs.
An increasingly popular approach has been to
employ a comprehensive, constrained-random,
coverage-driven testbench development flow, such
as the Universal Verification Methodology (UVM).
Indeed, when random stimulus generation is well
executed it often finds bugs “that no one thought
of.” However, this method’s success is limited to
smaller DUTs as it is essentially impossible to do
an exhaustive analysis of large, complex DUTs
within a realistic project schedule. You simply can’t
write enough constrained-random tests to cover
everything, leaving numerous state spaces and
control logic combinations unverified and opening
up the possibility of corner-case bugs escaping and
Trojan paths going undetected.
In contrast, formal verification tools develop a
mathematical model of a given DUT, enabling formal
analysis to exhaustively verify all inputs and outputs
against the expected behaviors of all the states in a
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DUT, for all time. Until recently, such analysis could
be done only on very small DUTs, but advances in
formal algorithms and their corresponding “engine”
implementations make it possible to verify millions
of gates of logic, including, in some cases, whole
systems. The result is that formal-based RTL analysis
effectively provides an exhaustive, unbiased “audit”
of any DUT. It finds corner case bugs or defunct
code that can be missed by other, non-exhaustive
verification methods.

A MULTI-TOOL FOR
FORMAL ANALYSIS

The problem with formal is that it can be hard to do.
That’s why we developed the formal verification apps
for the most common verification tasks; including
clock-domain crossing (CDC), reset domain crossing
(RDC), X-state propagation, finite state machine (FSM)
traversal, and dead code analysis. Because the formal
apps automate these analysis tasks, you don’t have
to know how to write assertions or understand how
formal analysis works under-the-hood. Each of these
automated tasks are integrated into a holistic, formal
analysis workflow that allows you to use what you
need when you need it, just like a Swiss Army Knife®.
Analysis results are presented as familiar, easy-tounderstand waveforms, annotated state diagrams,
and straightforward text log files that can be read by
both human and machine. The best part is that this
automation can be run before a testbench exists —
only the DUT RTL is needed, truly enabling a “shift
left” in the verification schedule.
To give an idea of the utility of this approach, let’s
briefly look at some common verification challenges
and how specific Questa® Formal Apps handle them.

Non-deterministic cycle delays at the receiving
side of an asynchronous clock-domain can
cause random hardware failure.
The Formal CDC App ensures proper structural
protection at all critical asynchronous boundary
crossings. Formal CDC-FX enables metastability
injection during asynchronous boundary crossing
events in functional simulation runs, and Formal
RDC detects CDC issues in the reset network.

AMBA bus protocols may not
be stressed enough.
The Formal AMBA QFL App ensures
AMBA protocol compliance.

X-state propagation can cause
random hardware failure.
The Formal X-Check App identifies all sources
of X and determines the possibility that they
can propagate to critical control points and
output ports.

Integration of IPs and blocks takes up
unnecessary team resources.
The Formal Connect Check App ensures
the connectivity spec is followed, without
requiring any simulation tests.

RTL structural problems causing
functional test failures.
The Formal AutoCheck App checks the design for
synthesizability, undriven logic, unconnected ports,
uninitialized registers, clocks used as data, latches
inferred, combinational logic loops, resets used on
both polarities.
Essential RTL functionality issues
hindering simulation bring-up.
The Formal AutoCheck App checks for finite
state machines (FSM) with unreachable states and
missing arcs, unreachable blocks of code, multiple
drivers on logic, array entries that cannot be
indexed, and indexes beyond the array size.
To speed up the RTL code coverage
closure phase.
The Formal Cover Check App exhaustively
confirms unreachable code coverage items,
allowing users to identify such items as either
waiver items or RTL bugs.
A logic fix or RTL change creates new bugs.
The Formal SLEC App (for sequential logic
equivalence checking) exhaustively ensures that
functionalities that should be the same or different
are as expected.

Thorough testing of a secure data path
is very difficult.
The Formal Secure Check App ensures the
confidentiality and integrity of secure data.

Control status registers access policies
are very difficult to test adequately.
The Formal Register Check App ensures that
critical control registers are read and written
according to policy specs.

APPLYING THE AUTOMATED
FORMAL SOLUTION

Here are three snapshots of how these formalbased methodologies were successfully applied
by customer verification teams using Questa®
Formal Apps.
1. A customer’s FPGA design and verification
process consisted of code reviews, constrainedrandom verification, and lab verification. All of their
RTL and gate-level timing simulations were passing,
but when they got their design into the lab, the
DUT’s behavior was unstable. They urgently needed
to find the root cause of the issues. They ran formalbased CDC analysis on the DUT using the Formal
CDC App. The app immediately uncovered what's
illustrated in the figures on the following page.
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As illustrated in figures 1, 2, and
3, their prior design review and
verification methods had failed
to prevent and find these issues,
so they adopted Formal CDC
verification as their Plan of Record.

Figure 1: Combinatorial logic before their synchronizers

Figure 2: Asynchronously asserted reset, synchronously de-asserted

2. A second customer had an
intermittent bug occurring in an
existing, safety-critical design: the
triple-mode redundancy (TMR)
logic was not always “voting”
correctly. It took them four months
to find the bug using a combination
of updated simulations and
hardware debugging. This was
seen as taking too long so the team
explored whether an inexperienced
user could use formal property
checking to find the issue in less
time. Indeed, using automated,
formal-based design analysis
and property checking tools, two
properties were created and the
issue was uncovered in 16 hours.
3. Similar to the first customer,
everything was running well for
a third customer until their DUT
was realized in the lab. They
were effectively running CDC
analysis already, so CDC bugs
were probably not present. They
had used the simulator’s “x prop”
option and thought they were
safe. However, they found that
RTL simulation does not actually
propogate X.
For example, considering
the figure on the following page,
what is the correct value of reg_a?

Figure 3: Synchronous de-asserts, and several missing synchronizers
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CONCLUSION

Formal apps provide a multiple set of tools that
are uniquely useful for formal verification experts
and novices alike. Novices don’t have to know how
formal’s complex mathematical algorithms work, nor
do they need to write properties. Experts gain an
easier, more automated way to invoke the powerful
operations they’ve come to trust. In both cases, the
formal apps workflow eliminates the human bias
inherent in human-made verification platforms,
resulting in an automated, unbiased “auditor” of the
many facets of RTL quality. In addition, this unbiased
auditor helps teams proactively “shift left” in the
verification schedule.
The Questa® Formal Apps workflow may just be the
greatest invention since the Swiss Army Knife®.

Figure 4: Determining the correct value of reg_a

To solve this problem, they used a formal-based,
automated app that’s focused on searching for “X
optimism” in logic. Specifically, the Formal X-Check
App searches for all X corruption in the DUT, where
X sources are typically from primary/secondary
sources (i.e., unresolved registers). The engineers
were initially skeptical this would work, but the app
quickly found unresolved Xs deep in the design.
Thus, they were able to find bugs using a formalbased solution that they would not have been able
to find otherwise.
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Simplifying Assertion Validation Using
UVM Callbacks
by Arushi Jain — Mentor, A Siemens Business

INTRODUCTION

An assertion is a conditional statement that indicates
the incorrect behavior of a design by flagging an
error and thereby catching bugs. Assertions are used
for validating a hardware design at different stages
of its life-cycle, such as formal verification, dynamic
validation, runtime monitoring, and emulation.
Assertion-based verification provides significant
benefits to the design and verification process. It aids
easy detection of functional bugs, allows the user
to find bugs closer to the actual cause, and ensures
that bugs are found early on in the design process.
Assertions bring immediate benefits to the whole
design and verification cycle; thus any challenges
engineers face in coding and testing them are worth
resolving.
A callback in UVM is a mechanism for changing the
behavior of a verification component (such as a driver
or monitor) without actually changing the code of the
component. The uvm_callback class provides a base
class for implementing callbacks. Since extending
a class from a uvm_callback is not a recommended
coding practice, as it could lead to some potential
ordering issues, callbacks in Questa® Verification
IP (QVIP) are implemented by extending a base
class and populating it with methods required to
achieve callback implementation — such as replacing
a sequence item with another sequence item
containing a new set of attributes.
Assertion verification usually forms an integral part
of the entire Verification IP development cycle. The
first step is coding the assertions and the second
step is validating those assertion scenarios through
what is known as error injection. Callbacks can be
very beneficial for this stimulus generation step as
the verification engineer does not have to modify
the source code and different scenarios can be
tested simply by varying the extended classes. This is
particularly useful in packet-based protocols, such as
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PCIe®, where fields are to be corrupted and callbacks
provide fine-grained control. Thus callbacks increase
the efficacy of the entire verification process, making
it more robust.
This article covers how callbacks implemented in
Questa® Verification IP can be used for assertion
validation in designs using the PCIe® protocol.

CALLBACKS IN QVIP

In Questa® Verification IP, the callback methods and
policies are first defined such that they are common
across all protocols. For each specific protocol, the
callback methods are subsequently extended from
these base classes.
One of these base classes is called cb_policy,
which extends itself from uvm_object. It defines
methods such as register, get, and return callbacks.
These methods are declared as pure virtual tasks or
functions so that the derived class can override the
base class definition.
A second base class extends from uvm_component
and is called cb_manager. The run_phase() of this
class is a forever loop in which first we get the
sequence item from the BFM and then we return the
changed sequence item back to the BFM. In separate
external tasks defined inside the cb_manager class,
callback sequence items are added and deleted from
the callback queue and the register callback method
is activated based on the queue size.
For each protocol specific callback implementation,
each sequence item peculiar to the protocol extends
itself from the aforementioned base classes. The
names are assigned as: <sequence_item_name_>_
cb_manager for the class extending from cb_manager
<sequence_item_name>_cb_policy for the class
extending from cb_policy.

In the class <sequence_item_name>_cb_policy,
the register, get, and return callback methods are
populated based on the nature of each protocol.
The process of enabling callbacks for a particular
sequence item starts with enabling the agent
settings in the build_phase of a test (the class
extending from uvm_test), which instantiates the
<sequence_item_name_>_cb_manager. In the
run_phase of the test, the register callback method
is activated by calling the add callback task (defined
inside cb_manager).
The main aim of the register callback method is to
initiate the callback related task inside the BFM that
sets a status variable. The get callback method gets
called upon once the status variable inside the BFM
is set and is used to get the sequence item from the
BFM via DPI calls. The entire logic for manipulating
the fields of the sequence item is placed in the
do_callback task defined inside <sequence_item_
name_>_cb_manager. The altered sequence item is
then returned back to the BFM via DPI calls, which is
eventually driven onto the bus.

ASSERTION TESTING
VIA CALLBACKS

Assertion testing is an indispensable part of the
verification cycle. The job of the validation engineer
is to make sure that the assertion gets validated in
every relevant scenario. When assertion validation
is to be carried out by manipulating the fields of the
sequence item or by initiating a sequence item in a
state in which it is not allowed, then callbacks can
be of extreme importance. With QVIP callbacks, the
entire basic structure is present and only the do_
callback method is populated with each scenario;
thus, callbacks ensure a faster way of assertion
validation.
For a layered protocol like PCIe® where communication between receiver and transmitter elements
takes place via structures known as packets, use
of callbacks for assertion validation can improve
efficacy. In QVIP, the packet information can
be modified via callbacks and all packet-based
assertions can be easily verified by making use of
this mechanism. Now let’s take a look at a scenario
from each of these layers.

Figure 1: The basic sequence of events that take
place when callbacks are enabled in an agent

Case 1: Transaction layer
based callbacks
The high-level transactions
occurring at the device
core are known as
transaction layer packets
(TLP). QVIP allows alteration
of particular fields of a
TLP (both request as well
as completion). So, if
users want to validate an
assertion related to the
different fields of a TLP,
they can simply inject an
error into it via callbacks.
For instance, the PCIe®
protocol states that for a
request of Length = 1 DW,
the value of the Last Byte
Enable field should be
zero, where Last Byte
Enable is the Byte Enable
value for the last DWORD
of the request.
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the TLP at the data link
layer (DLL) and is used for
checking the integrity of the
packet. If the value of lcrc
attached with a packet is not
the same as the calculated
value, then it is a protocol
violation. This incorrect
behavior or assertion
firing can be verified, as
illustrated in Figure 3.
Figure 2: Populating the do_callback method to change
the value of the Last Byte Enable field of a Memory Write request
of length = 1 DWORD. tlp is the instance of the TLP sequence item

Case 3: Physical layer
based callbacks
Perhaps the most efficient
use of callbacks comes
from modifying ordered set
fields. In the cases of DLLPs
and TLPs, a packet can still
be executed via a sequence
once linkup is done. But
using a sequence to inject
Figure 3: Populating the do_callback method to change the value
an error into an ordered
of lcrc. tl_to_dll is an instance of the TLP sequence item at the DLL
set before linkup can be
more convoluted and more
So, in simulation, if users want to inject this error to
susceptible to errors because the ordered set rules
every Memory Write packet of length 1 DW, then they
change with each LTSSM state. Callbacks, on the
may do it as illustrated in Figure 2.
other hand, allow the user to inject an error in a much
more controlled way. For instance, if the user intends
Case 2: Data link layer based callbacks
to change the link number that gets transmitted
Data link layer packets (DLLP) are used for a variety of
in polling.active to non-PAD, one can do so using
purposes; such as ensuring the integrity of TLPs, flow
callbacks. If a control SKP ordered set is to be sent in
control, and power management. Just like for TLPs,
place of a TS2 OS, one can easily use callbacks. And
callbacks can be used to inject errors in DLLPs.
hence this invalid protocol scenario too can be easily
validated via callbacks, as illustrated in Figure 4.
For instance, lcrc is used for checking the data
integrity of TLPs and DLLPs. lcrc is appended in

Figure 4: do_callback method populated to replace TS2 OS replaced
with CTRL_SKP in Recovery.RcvrCfg state at Gen3 speed
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CONCLUSION

When a large number of assertions are to be
validated, callbacks save time by making sure that
the engineer does not have to code a new sequence
for each scenario. It provides for more dynamic and
fine-grained control. The scenarios covered in the
article are very basic ways in which callbacks can be
implemented. But another advantage of callbacks is
the control it gives in terms of which packets are to
be injected with an error. For instance, if an engineer
needs to change the byte enable only for a TLP that
originates from a certain Requester ID, the engineer
can populate the do_callback method to implement
this condition. Similarly, one can easily control the
number of packets in which an error is to be injected.
Callbacks allow for the creation of nuanced and
complex stimulus creation with ease and are, hence,
instrumental for assertion verification.
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Effective Elements Lists and the Transitive
Nature of UPF Commands
by Progyna Khondkar — Mentor, A Siemens Business

The UPF is the ultimate abstraction of low
power methodologies today. It provides the
concepts and the artifacts of power management
architecture, power aware verification and low
power implementation for any design. Although
UPF is very well defined through IEEE 1801 LRM,
it is often difficult to comprehend many primitive
and inherent features of individual UPF commandsoptions or relations between different varieties of UPF
commands-options. The semantic context between
most of the UPF commands are orthogonal. However,
fundamental constituent parts of UPF that buildup
the power management architecture are inherently
linked because of their transitive nature — specifically
the UPF commands that establish the links with DUT
objects; like instances, ports, and nets, etc.

However, none of these exclusion or inclusion
element lists are actual UPF commands. Although
some commands do have explicit -transitive <TRUE |
FALSE> as an option, for many other commands it is
implied in the semantics — specifically, for denoting
power domain extents through instances or through
lists of ports to apply strategies with -elements or
to exclude some part of the design with -exclude_
elements. It may also be implied for model names in
specifying a list of models to attributes with -models,
library name to specify all models with -lib, etc.

In this article, we provide a simplistic approach to
find inherent links between UPF commands-options
through their transitive nature. We also explain how
these inherent features help to foster and establish
exact relationships between UPF and DUT objects
in order to develop UPF for power management and
implementation as well as conduct power aware
verification.

List 1: LRM Denotation of Effective Elements List

INTRODUCTION

The UPF commands are, in general, transitive
in nature. For example, for any given instance
included in a power domain, all child instances of
that given instance are transitively included in the
power domain, unless any child instance is explicitly
excluded from this particular power domain or is
explicitly included in the definition of another power
domain.
This explicit exclusion or inclusion from the ultimate
instance list is strongly and precisely defined in
the UPF LRM as effective_elements_list because it
influences the construction of design (DUT or HDL)
objects into UPF objects. So the effective elements
and the transitive nature of UPF commands
are laterally related.
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So the effective elements list, which is evidently
not a UPF command or option but an LRM semantic
derivative, captures the information of the extent of
power domains and strategies written as:

effective_elements_list

This list is actually constructed from the following
derivatives:

List 2: Constituent Parts of Effective Elements List
element_list,
exclude_list,
aggregate_element_list,
aggregate_exclude_list, and
prefilter_element_list etc.

The element_list and exclude_list are the lists that
contain the elements specified by an instance of the
command. The effective_element_list, aggregate_
element_list, and aggregate_exclude_list are
associated with the named object of the command.
Here the named object can be any UPF or HDL object
that has a given name; e.g. module name, power
domain name, etc.

The latest version of UPF LRM 1801-2018 (still in
draft status) also defines a new elements list, termed
the resolved_element_list, based on precedence
rules of resolution on how variants of options for
any UPF command takes precedence for a specific
or generic situation. The resolved_element_list is
actually a set (or a subset) of elements from the
effective_element_list that is determined by the
application of precedence rules. For example, a
create_power_domain command that explicitly
includes a given instance in its extent shall take
precedence over the one that applies to an instance
transitively (i.e., applies to an ancestor of the
instance and, therefore, to all of its descendants).
So, resolved_element_list will be either the
effective_element_list or a subset of the effective_
element_list if a given element is referenced in the
effective_element_list for more than one strategy.
As each element may ultimately only have one
strategy applied to it, then precedence rules
shall be used to determine which strategy will be
applied. A resolved_element_list is associated with
the named object of a command and represents
the set of elements actually affected by a particular
strategy.

an explicitly defined option for the create_power_
domain command. The transitive nature impacts
the resultant design elements or the <effective_
element_list> of a power domain through the
-elements {} and -exclude_elements {} options.

TRANSITIVE NATURE
OF DESIGN ELEMENTS

In this section, let us examine the transitive nature
of design elements we have explained in the
introduction. The following hierarchical diagram
and examples explain the UPF semantics of inherent
transitive TRUE natures in design (DUT) objects to
UPF object creations and mapping.
Let us consider a design with current scope A,
containing child elements B, C, and D. The child
element B further branches to E and F, C branches
to G and H, and D branches to I and J elements,
respectively, as shown in Figure 1.

As mentioned earlier, none of these lists are UPF
commands or options, but they help power aware
verification and analytical tools to identify, maintain,
and manipulate relevant UPF commands and
options, such as:

List 3: UPF Commands Benefitted
from Effective Elements List
-elements,
-exclude_elements,
-models,
-libs, and
-transitive, etc.

For example, create_power_domain domain_
name -elements <list> -exclude_elements <list>
inherently defines an effective list, <effective_
element_list>, which is the result of the application
of -elements and exclude_elements. Please note
that, here, -elements {} is implicitly followed by
-transitive TRUE options, although -transitive is not

Figure 1: Understanding effective_element_list and
implied transitive TRUE natures of UPF commands
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Figure 2: The resultant <effective_elements_list>
from create_power_domain UPF command and options

The obvious question is “What will be the <effective_
elements_list>” here?
Due to its transitive nature, the resultant <effective_
elements_list> will be {A A/B A/B/E A/B/F A/C/H} as
shown in Figure 2, where dashed lined boxes show
included and strike-through letters show excluded
instances respectively.

IMPLICIT/EXPLICIT TRANSITIVE
TRUE IN UPF COMMANDS

We already mentioned in the introduction that the
UPF commands are inherently transitive in nature but
all UPF commands do not possess –transitive options.
In this section, we will distinguish the UPF semantics
that have explicit –transitive options from those that
are implicitly transitive. For an example, please refer
to List 4.

List 4: Example of UPF Commands
with Explicit–Transitive Options
connect_supply_set supply_set_ref
{-connect {supply_function pg_type_list}}*
[-elements element_list]
[-exclude_elements exclude_list]
[-transitive [<TRUE | FALSE>]]
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List 5: Example of UPF Commands
with Explicit–Transitive Options
set_retention_elements retention_list_name
-elements element_list
[-applies_to <required | optional | not_required | not_optional>]
[-exclude_elements exclude_list]
[-retention_purpose <required | optional>]
[-transitive [<TRUE | FALSE>]]

In the above two examples List 4 and 5, the connect_
supply_set command is for connecting a supply set
to a particular element and set_retention_elements
command that creates a list of elements whose
collective state shall be maintained if retention is
applied to any of the elements in the list.
Here both of these two commands contains explicit
–transitive option but the inherent transitive nature
comes into play through the use of the [-elements
element_list] or [ exclude_elements exclude_list] or
their combination. That means, UPF commands with
–elements and exclude_elements will be effective
with the transitive nature unless –transitive FALSE is
mentioned.
The latest version of the UPF LRM 1801-2018 (still
in draft status) defines some new UPF semantics;
such as: the sim_assertion_control command for
controlling the behavior of user-assertions during
UPF based verification; the sim_corruption_control
command for providing the verification tool the

ability to control or disable corruption semantics on
specific design elements; and the set_replay_control
command to specify and control the re-initialization
of initial blocks at power up. It also accompanies
–transitive explicitly.
However, like create_power_domain, there are other
UPF commands, as shown in List 6, that are implicitly
followed by transitive TRUE options; although
-transitive is not an explicitly defined option for them.

List 6: Other UPF Commands-Options
that Are Transitive in Nature
map_repeater_cell,
map_retention_cell,
set_design_attribute,
set_simstate_behavior, etc.

On the contrary, UPF strategies from 1801-2013 or
UPF 2.1, as mentioned in List 7, are not implicitly
followed by transitive TRUE options or are not
transitive in nature.

List 7: UPF Commands-Options
that Are Not Transitive in Nature
set_isolation,
set_level_shifter,
set_repeater,
or port attribute command
set_port_attributes etc.

One of the main reasons that the transitive nature
does not apply to these commands is because UPF
strategies are either applied on power domain
boundaries (isolation, level-shifter, repeater, etc.) or
on signals or sequential elements (retention), and
port attributes are applied to ports. Also because of
the –source, -sink, and applies_to options in these
strategies or port attribute commands consolidate to
the aggregate_elements_list instead of the effective_
elements_list for processing the final set of applied
strategies on domain boundaries or signals or ports.

It is important to note that all of the commands
in List 7 have –transitive as an explicit option
in 1801-2009 or UPF 2.0.
From 1801-2013 or UPF 2.1 onward (i.e. in UPF 2.1,
3.0 or 3.1) the –transitive is no longer available as an
option or inherent feature for these commands shown
in List 7. And now they are not transitive in nature.
Nevertheless you can use UPF LRM specified and
well-supported regular expression commands
like query_upf and find_objects with the explicit
–transitive option to populate their –elements {} or
exclude_elements lists for commands mentioned
in List 7. The UPF regexp allows pattern matching
(wildcarding) without tedious verbosity on instances
and ports for populating –elements {}, -exclude_
elements {}, –ports {} lists for set_isolation, or set_
port_attributes commands.
Even the UPF 3.0 specified UPF Information Model
defines a class object upfExtentT for the property
upf_effective_extents. The upfExtentT provides a
pointer to the first element of the resolved_element_
list for all relevant UPF objects (like power domain)
and all strategies (like retention, isolation, levelshifter, and repeater, etc.) Even for the power switch it
works for the –instance option of the create_power_
switch command and UPF power models (macros)
through apply_power_model command. This can
be used with the UPF regexp command find_objects
as well.

APPLICATION OF UPF TRANSITIVE
NATURE IN UPF DEVELOPMENTS

The following list shows the UPF syntax for the UPF
find_objects command.

LIST 8: UPF Find_Objects Syntax
find_objects scope -pattern search_pattern
[-object_type <model | inst | port | supply_port | net | process>]
[-direction <in | out | inout>]
[-transitive [<TRUE | FALSE>]]
[-regexp | -exact]
[-ignore_case]
[-non_leaf | -leaf_only]
[-traverse_macros]
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To be specific, you can use find_object directly
in your design UPF file to find logical hierarchical
objects within a scope. Specifically, it will search for
design elements, nets, or ports that are defined in
the HDL. It works on the logical hierarchy and only
searches in the scope or in and below the scope when
-transitive is specified. Please refer to the following
examples for different find_object based search
patterns.

TRUE. Also in older release 10.6, it also requires using
the following vopt option, which is the default in 10.7
and Questa® PA 2019.X and onward.

Example 1: TCL Global Expression:
when Neither -RECEXP nor -EXACT Is Specified
# Find object for a pattern
find_objects top -pattern {a}
find_objects top -pattern {bc[0-3]}
find_objects top -pattern {e*}
find_objects top -pattern {d?f}
find_objects top -pattern {g\[0\]}
# Find net type objects
find_objects top -pattern { a* } -object_type net

Figure 3: Design example of a hierarchical
block diagram with generate block

List 9: Tool Option for Generate Blocks
in Design Hierarchy
Example 2: Regular Expression,
when -RECEXP Is Specified

vopt –pa_upfextensions=genblk

# Find port type object with direction output
find_objects top -pattern { a_.* }
-object_type port -direction out -regex

Example 3: Exact Expression,
when -EXACT Is Specified
# Find process objects
find_objects top -pattern { a_proc } -object_type process –exact

The following two examples show Questa® PA
in default mode and in a mode when generate
block is recognizable through the vopt option
specified in List 9.

Example 4: Default REGEXP Mode
# Default Mode
find_objects top -pattern {*} -object_type inst
Returns: top/mid
find_objects top -pattern {*} -object_type inst -transitive TRUE
Returns: top/mid top/gen1/bot

Questa® PA also supports the synthesis style
hierarchical paths for generate blocks. When
generated blocks are involved in the extents
of power domain construction, as shown
in Figure 3, find_objects requires to specify transitive
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find_objects top/gen1 -pattern {*} -object_type inst
Returns: Invalid Scope Error.

Example 5: Special REGEXP Mode
when Generate Block Is Identified
# vopt –pa_upfextensions=genblk
find_objects top -pattern {*} -object_type inst
Returns: top/mid top/gen1
find_objects top -pattern {*} -object_type inst -transitive TRUE
Returns: top/mid top/gen1 top/gen1/bot
find_objects top/gen1 -pattern {*} -object_type inst

Figure 4(b). UPF with find_objects generate block

Returns: top/gen1/bot

Questa® PA also allows users to dump the output
of search through the regexp UPF command find_
objects in a text file to analyze and add or remove any
instance, ports in the UPF development process.

List 10: Tool Option for Dumping REGEXP Results
in an External File
vopt –pa_dbgfindobj=<filename>

The code examples on this page show the complete
usage of UPF objects for the hierarchical DUT shown
in Figure 4(a), the Design UPF with find_object
commands shown in Figure 4(b), and the output
results of find_objects written or dumped in a
text file shown in Figure 4(c).

Figure 4(a). DUT generate block

Figure 4(c). Find object results generate block

CONCLUSIONS

It is evident now that UPF commands-options are
inherently transitive in nature through the implicit or
explicit –transitive option. With the progression of
UPF versions and revisions from UPF 2.0 to 2.1 and
onward, the transitive nature becomes more realistic
and consistent with all UPF semantics, specifically for
UPF strategies, as well as for UPF and DUT objects.
The transitive nature of query_upf and find_objects
allows pattern matching (wildcarding) without tedious
verbosity on instances and ports for populating –
elements {}, -exclude_elements {}, and –ports {} lists
for UPF strategies. Even the newly defined UPF 3.0
Information Model has a class object upfExtentT for
the property upf_effective_extents that provides
a pointer to identify and develop elements list for
all relevant UPF objects from power domain to UPF
strategies — even power switch and power models
(macros).
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As we mentioned at the beginning, UPF is intended
for power management, power aware verification,
and low power implementation. The more we explore
the inherent features of UPF commands-options and
comprehend their interrelation, the more we become
accurate, productive, and consistent in developing
UPF for our intended purposes.
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Selecting a Portable Stimulus
Application Focal Point
by Matthew Ballance — Mentor, A Siemens Business

As designs, especially System on Chip designs, have
become more complex, the need for generated good
automated stimulus across the verification spectrum
has increased. Today, the need for verification reuse
and automated stimulus is clearly seen from block
to subsystem to SoC-level verification. The Accellera
Portable Test and Stimulus Standard (PSS) language
supports this need with a language for capturing test
scenarios in such a way that they are reusable across
verification levels (block, subsystem, and SoC) and
across execution environment (simulation, emulation,
and prototype), as illustrated in figure 1.

application. I call these types of reuse
the Axes of Reuse.

A language with such an ambitious scope must, of
course, support a wide variety of applications and
use models. This is important and necessary, but
can also make it complicated to classify how PSS is
being applied in a specific case. Recently, I’ve found
it useful to categorize Portable Stimulus applications
according to what type of reuse is most central to the

Reuse along each of these axes has different
characteristics in terms of the up-front work that must
be done to enable that axis of reuse, and the benefits
that are achieved by doing so. Across the remainder
of this article, I’ll provide more detail on each axis
of reuse with the goal that you can more-precisely
identify which primary axis of reuse is right for you
and your organization to
select as you pilot PSS for the
first time, and expand your
use of PSS.

• Vertical Reuse – Reuse of test intent from block- to
subsystem- to SoC-level verification
• Horizontal Reuse – Reuse of test intent across
derivatives of the same design or across designs
with significant similarities
• Technique Reuse – Reuse of automated stimulus
techniques that Portable Stimulus provides in
environments that don’t have good automated
stimulus

VERTICAL REUSE

Figure 1

Vertical reuse is what often
comes to mind when people
think of Portable Stimulus:
block to system reuse of
test intent. The diagram
shown in figure 2 on the
next page is probably
what you’d expect: test
intent developed during
verification of an IP block
is reused when verifying a
subsystem in which that IP is
used, and then either reused
on its own, or in conjunction
with subsystem-level test
intent, at the SoC level.
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UVM helps us do transaction-oriented verification.
So, for example, we might create a UVM sequence
item to describe a DMA transfer on a single DMA
channel, and a UVM sequence to exercise the
DMA engine with a series of these DMA-transfer
transactions.
PSS helps us move our verification test intent up to
the scenario level. With PSS, we characterize the key
operations that a block can perform, and the rules
about how those operations must be carried out.

Figure 2

Portable Stimulus is a declarative specification, which
means that it is primarily constraint-based. Constraintbased descriptions capture the rules under which
a description operates rather than a specific implementation of those rules. Portable Stimulus makes it
easy to customize the rules under which a description
operates without modifying the original source code,
making it easy to customize the behavior of test intent
based on the specific constraints of the environment
in which it is currently operating.

IP Block Level
Take, for example, a DMA IP. At block level, we use
a UVM testbench environment like that shown in
figure 3 to verify its operation.

Figure 4

For our DMA engine, we might describe three key
operations that the DMA can carry out: transfer
from memory to memory, transfer from memory to
a peripheral device, and transfer from a peripheral
device to memory, sa shown in figure 4. In PSS, we
create a new PSS action to describe each operation.
For each of these actions, we characterize the data
that the operation requires (if any) and the data
(if any) that it produces.
Our memory-to-memory transfer action needs
to know where the source data is. This is modeled
as an input (dat_i) to the action. The memory-tomemory transfer action transfers data to a destination
location. We model this as an output (dat_o) so that
other actions can input this information. PSS provides
us many features in addition to action inputs and
actions that help us model the way our actions
can execute and how they can legally be combined
into a scenario.

Figure 3
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The scenario-level modeling that PSS provides is
useful at the block level. For example, each of our
DMA actions requires access to a dedicated DMA
channel because only one transfer at a time can run
on each channel.

component parallel_xfer_c {
action parallel_xfer_a {
wb_dma_c::mem2mem_a m2m[4];
// Ensure parallel operations have unique channels
constraint unique {
m2m[0].channel, m2m[1].channel,
m2m[2].channel, m2m[3].channel
};
		
activity {

}

}

}

repeat (10) {
parallel {
m2m
}
}

Creating a scenario that runs four parallel transfers
on four randomly-selected by unique DMA channels
is as simple as the code shown above. We create an
array of memory-to-memory transfer actions, add a
constraint to ensure that the channel used by each is
unique, then execute all four actions inside a ‘parallel’
block to cause all transfers to execute simultaneously.
This ability to model test intent at a higher level of
abstraction makes users more productive and allows
the creation of more-complex tests even at the block
level. However, the reuse benefits of modeling test
intent using actions and scenario rules becomes even
more apparent at the subsystem level.

Subsystem Level
Continuing with our PSS IP to SoC reuse example,
we now move up to the subsystem level. Our
subsystem shown in figure 5 contains the DMA
engine that we looked at in the previous section,
but also a UART. Since our goal is to reuse test intent
from IP to SoC, we will have created PSS actions to
describe the configuration, transmit, and receive
operations that we can perform on the UART.

Figure 5

Reusing test intent created at block level allows us to
create subsystem-level test scenarios to ensure that
our IPs are correctly integrated in the subsystem.
Now, of course, our PSS test intent for each of the
IPs wasn’t created with a specific subsystem in mind.
Consequently, we’ll need to customize it a bit in order
to reuse it at subsystem level. Fortunately, PSS allows
us to extend existing actions, components, and data
structures to add new constraints without actually
modifying the original code.
// Constrain DMA to only perform Device transfers to/from UART
extend action wb_dma_c::dev2mem_a {
constraint {
// Uart Rx is connected to channel 0
// Uart transfers a single byte at a time
(channel == 0 && src_addr
== 0x00000400 && trn_sz == 1)
;
}
}
extend action wb_dma_c::me2dev_a {
constraint {
// Uart Tx is connected to channel 1
// Uart transfers a single byte at a time
(channel == 1 && dst_addr
== 0x00000400 && trn_sz == 1)
;
}
}
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cont.
// Specify memory map
extend action wb_periph_subsys_scenarios_c::scenario_a {

}

constraint memmap_c {
alloc.addr_base == 0x1000_0000;
alloc.addr_limit == 0x1001_FFFF;
}

The code shown on the previous page, continued
above, shows how we customize the operation of the
DMA actions to make them work in our subsystem.
Our memory-to-memory transfer action doesn’t
require any specific customization. As long as we
configure memory addresses correctly, the memoryto-memory transfer action will work in any system.
The device-to-memory transfer and memory-todevice transfer actions are a different story. These
actions must work with a specific IP connected to one
of the handshake interfaces on the DMA. Our blocklevel testbench allowed any DMA channel to use
handshake-transfer mode, but our subsystem only
uses two of the handshake interfaces, and connects
them to the UART IP.

operations. We can certainly build up a few more
scenarios from the actions we have available, with the
benefit that our scenario descriptions are concise and
heavily leverage the modeling work already done by
the IP teams.

Figure 6

SoC Level
When we get to SoC level, the subsystem that
we’ve verified will be combined with a processor
subsystem, as shown in figure 7. One big change,
from a verification perspective, is that our tests will
now run as C tests on the embedded processor
in the design.

The code shown above customizes the mem2dev
and dev2mem actions to force them to only work with
the UART. The UART’s receive-handshake signals are
connected to the DMA’s channel 0, so we extend the
dev2mem action such that it only works with channel
0 and always uses the UART’s address for transfers.
Likewise, we customize the mem2dev action such
that it only uses channel 1 and the UART’s address
for transfers.
With this small amount of customization, we can
quickly put together a scenario to exercise the
interactions within the subsystem using the PSS
actions developed for each of the IPs in
the subsystem.
The graph in figure 6 shows a simple scenario that we
might create using the PSS actions for the IPs in our
subsystem. Our goal is to exercise the legal behaviors
in the system, so our scenario runs one of the following: a transmit operation on the UART, a receive
operation on the UART, or one of the DMA transfer
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Figure 7

In addition to this big change, there will be some
other smaller changes such as the memory map for
the full system. The same PSS benefits of flexibility

and configurability that we saw at the block and
subsystem levels make it easy to customize our PSS
content for use in a SoC environment.
extend action wb_uart_c: : rx2mem_a {
extend action C = """
wb_uart_dev_rx2mem({{devid}}, {{dat_o.addr}},
			
{{dat_o.sz}};
""";
}
extend action wb_uart_c: : mem2tx_a {
extend action C = """
wb_uart_dev_mem2tx({{devid}}, {{dat_i.addr}},
			
{{dat_i.sz}};
""";
}

First off, let’s deal with connecting our actions to
appropriate test realization (implementation) code.
The code in the diagram above specifies a mapping
between two of the UART actions and the C code API
that implements the behavior described by those
actions. Just like we customized our DMA actions for
use in a subsystem by extending them with additional
constraints, we can extend our UART actions to
specify that a C API must be used to implement the
behavior instead of SystemVerilog code. These C
utility functions and PSS test-realization mapping
is part of the IP team’s deliverable, so we really just
need to select the right files and compile them.

bring-up tests that leverage scenarios that have
already been verified in a UVM-centric verification
environment.
This all sounds good, but there are also costs and
drawbacks. The primary obstacle to realizing this
vision of reusable verification is getting an IP entire
supply chain to produce reusable PSS test intent. It
is challenging to convince even internal IP teams to
develop PSS primarily for use by the subsystem and
SoC teams. It’s even more challenging to convince
external IP suppliers to provide PSS test intent, and
possibly to go back and develop PSS for IPs that
already exist.
In summary, PSS vertical reuse is definitely a highbenefit, high-cost axis of reuse.

HORIZONTAL REUSE

These days, a very large number of design and
verification projects are actually derivatives of
existing designs. An SoC derivative design might add
a hardware IP to accelerate some time-consuming
processing. It might, instead, remove some of the
dedicated hardware accelerators to create a lowercost version with fewer capabilities. The bottom line
is that the majority of the design remains the same,
as illustrated in figure 8.

In many cases, the scenarios that we developed at
subsystem level can be reused with very minimal
changes and will provide verification value at the SoC
level. This is because at the SoC level, just like at the
subsystem level, one of our key verification tasks is to
exercise interactions between the integrated IPs.

PSS Vertical Reuse Benefits and Costs
Across this process of PSS reuse from IP to SoC,
we have seen several benefits. At block level, we
benefited from the higher-level modeling that PSS
enables for creating scenarios. At subsystem and
SoC, we reused PSS content created by the IP and
subsystem teams, respectively, to be able to create
our scenarios more quickly. At SoC level, we see
this particularly in being able to quickly create SoC

Figure 8
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Of course, the entire derivative SoC must be verified,
not just what is different from the previous revision.
When SoC integration is verified with a suite of
directed C tests that run on the embedded processor
in the design, a large number of tests need to be
manually inspected and updated to ensure that
they properly exercise the new functionality. When
functionality is removed, tests must be changed
to not exercise the functionality that no longer
exists. When functionality is added, use-case tests
that should leverage the new functionality must
be updated to do so. All of this work is quite timeconsuming, and really results in each SoC having its
own test suite – despite the fact that it was derived
from the test suite for its predecessor.
In contrast, customizing a PSS model to either add or
remove functionality to test is simple. As a declarative
specification, new rules (in the form of constraints)
can simply be layered on to a PSS model to customize
the functionality being tested.

directed tests, we’ll need to check each of them
(or a substantial set) to ensure it doesn’t attempt to
run any activity with the system-level DMA engine.
extend action wb_dma_c::dma_dev_a {
constraint devid == periph_subsys_dma || devid == sys_dma;
}

With PSS, customizing our test suite is much simpler.
The code above was used in the original SoC to
allow the DMA engine to work with both subsystem
and system DMA engines. The code below is the
customized constraint to restrict the PSS model to
only work with the peripheral subsystem DMA.
extend action wb_dma_c::dma_dev_a {
constraint devid == periph_subsys_dma;
}

Once the PSS model has been appropriately
customized for the new design, a suite of tests that
is appropriate for the new design can simply be
generated. This saves significant time in auditing and
modifying the test suite, as well as debugging failing
tests.

Figure 9

Consider the design in figure 9's block diagram.
It has two DMA engines – one in the peripheral
subsystem, and one at the SoC level. What if we
create a derivative design that omits the system-level
DMA, while leaving the peripheral-subsystem DMA
in place? If our verification test suite is hand-written
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PSS Horizontal Reuse Costs and Benefits
Horizontal reuse is a more-targeted application
of Portable Stimulus, compared to vertical reuse.
A PSS model must be created to exercise the key
elements of the design being verified, but there is no
requirement to have PSS descriptions for all IPs that
the organization uses to develop SoCs. Of course,
the PSS model does need to specify how the design
IPs are to be exercised, so developing the PSS model
to exercise the IPs could still represent a significant
expense. Since the requirements scope is much
smaller than vertical reuse (bounded to a project
group), the logistics for implementing horizontal
reuse are significantly simpler than the logistics for
implementing vertical reuse.

Horizontal reuse delivers fewer overall benefits
than vertical reuse, but the benefits in time savings
across project revisions are very significant. And,
the startup costs are significantly lower compared
to vertical reuse.

TECHNIQUE REUSE

Nearly every test environment today has a need for
high-quality automated stimulus. Whether you’re
verifying a C++ design for high-level synthesis, a
Verilog or VHDL block, or an SoC, it’s critical to hit the
corner cases and leverage test automation to do so.

users to leverage knowledge of the PSS language
and leverage tools that process PSS instead of
working with a variety of custom solutions.

Technique Reuse Costs and Benefits
Technique reuse has the smallest startup costs of
any of the techniques described in this article. The
primary cost is determining how the PSS model will
connect to existing utility code to exercise the design.
As such, it might be necessary to reorganize some
existing code to make it easier to call from PSS. This
work is really just reorganizing code to make it more
modular, and is just good software engineering.
In addition to having the smallest startup costs,
technique reuse provides the smallest overall
benefits, though the benefits can be significant.
Unless coupled with horizontal reuse, technique
reuse results in tests that are locked to a specific
project, though the tests may be reused across
different execution platforms.

SELECTING A REUSE AXIS

Figure 10

A key challenge is that many test environments
don’t natively offer automated stimulus generation.
SystemVerilog provides constrained-random
generation and functional coverage as part of the
language. Consequently, verification engineers
using SystemVerilog and UVM have ready access to
automated stimulus generation. Users working in
C++ or embedded C don’t have a constraint solver to
work with, and are either restricted to directed tests
or to environment-specific solutions for automating
test generation. As illustrated by figure 10 above,
PSS provides a way to describe a model from which
tests can be automatically generated that works
across languages and environments. This allows

If you’re thinking about deploying PSS, I encourage
you to use the axes of reuse as a way to identify a
focal point for your application of Portable Stimulus.
While many applications will include aspects of two
or more of the axes of reuse, most applications will
have a primary focus on one axis of reuse. Picking a
focal point helps to identify needed resources, and
identify the gap between what is needed and what
already exists in your organization. Finally, picking
an initial focal point for applying Portable Stimulus
doesn’t preclude expanding the application of
Portable Stimulus in the future. If anything, it makes it
more likely by helping to make the initial deploying of
PSS most successful!
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